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40% of global air traffic
11% of global area
global estimate:
0.03% contrails
contrail coverage (%) from
AATSR data 2004
mean: 0.11 ± 0.04%
air traffic density
[km/(km2h)] within 1 hour
before ENVISAT overpass
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MET-8 2004/05/28 10:00 UTC 
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MET-8 2004/05/28 10:00 UTC 
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Cirrus coverage 0.25° x 0.25°
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MSG CIRRUS AIR TRAFFIC DENSITY
flight levels: 200 hfeet - 450 hfeet
equidistant cyllindrical co-ordinates, 15W - 20E, 30N - 60N, 0.25° x 0.25°
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cirrus coverage vs. air traffic density
Feb - Dec 2004
Flugverkehrsdichte [km/(h km2)]
additional cirrus: 1.1±0.4%
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cirrus coverage vs. air traffic density
Feb - Dec 2004
Flugverkehrsdichte [km/(h km2)]
additional cirrus: 0.62±0.15%


















30% of global air traffic
8% of global area
global estimate:
0.17% contrail cirrus
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MSG/SEVIRI terrestrial outgoing flux density [W/m2] 
Top of atmosphere
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MSG/SEVIRI reflected outgoing flux density [W/m2] 
Top of atmosphere
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MSG/SEVIRI total outgoing flux density [W/m2] 
Top of atmosphere




1.1 ± 0.8 Wm-2
total
air traffic density [km/(km2h)]
air traffic density [km/(km2h)] air traffic density [km/(km2h)]




















































1.4 ± 0.2 Wm-2
shortwave (reflected)
-0.2 ± 0.6 Wm-2
30% of global air
traffic
8% of global area
global estimate:
0.3 ± 0.3 Wm-2
0.4 ± 0.1 Wm-2 (LW)
-0.1 ± 0.3 Wm-2(SW)
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+1.3 ± 0.4 W/m2 -0.4 ± 1.2 W/m2
Diurnal variation: difference outgoing radiation [W/m2]
Time [UTC]
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0.3 ± 0.3 
Wm-2
?
estimate from global 
additional cirrus coverage 0.17%










0.4 ± 0.1 Wm-2
warming
SW







bias due to correlation of air traffic and latitude
large error bars: not enough data
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Width: linear   b(t) = s . (t–t0)
Probability of existence: exponential decay p(t) = p(0) exp [-(t-t0)/ te]
Effective width: ye(t) = b(t) . p(t)













Do we estimate the cirrus coverage produced by air-traffic?
Linear contrails approximately 10% of the total
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MetOp RAO 3030, Life Cycle of Aircraft Contrails by Synergetic 
Use of MetOp and MSG Observations  
1. Detect linear contrails in MetOp/AVHRR images
2. Map results onto MSG/SEVIRI images
3. Study the time evolution in the MSG image to determine life-time, 
width, and radiative impact of contrail cirrus
4. Consider the time component in the correlation between air-traffic
and cirrus cloud cover
These numbers are urgently required to quantify the impact of contrail
cirrus on the climate system.
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